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GLOBAL CRYPTO WOMEN CIRCLES & INVESTMENT CLUB PROPOSAL 

 

Abstract 

 

WomenInCrypto.Net is a proposed global social & professional referral network; online 

business incubator; & digital marketplace based on local groups of crypto investment 

clubs empowered by a global network of women and nonprofit using our fungible token. 

 

The crypto-investment club’s main goal is to introduce and utilize cryptocurrency and 

the economy that is being developed around a crypto based tokenized market. The club 

is set to create an accessible and supportive environment for newcomers to engage, 

learn, make mistakes. and grow. We believe that the crypto trend is going to become 

central in the economy in years to come and will benefit those who took the effort 

participating and developing products in its early stages. The club aims to make crypto 

trading accessible to women and nonprofits whom are usually left out of such activity.  

 

Furthermore, we believe that by expanding the circles of knowledge through personal 

and social engagement we can fast forward that adaption and make our members a 

leading force of market makers that will shift profit making from resource depletion to 

community rejuvenation and social impact. 
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Vision & Strategy 

 

Motivation 

Bitcoin, Blockchain, Cryptocurrencies and ICO have been the trendiest names in investments in the 

past year, yet many have a hard time to grasp what is that technology-based money means and more 

so how one deal with it having no banks or brokers to mitigate and secure all interactions and 

transaction. This set a very high bar even for very sophisticated investors with an articulate tech 

background. There are also very few organized ways to go about learning this filed that move and 

changes so rapidly. It requires a leap of faith and courage to jump into these rapid waters. 

 

WomenInCrypto.net club, and resulting WIN Coin, is a platform concept to raise participants level of 

investing participation from entry level to intermediate via mentorship, co-learning and co-investing. 

 

Overview 

Our aim in this is to lead a trend based on knowledgeable assessment rather than be led by what the 

market is doing. We want to become a positive force for projects that are made to create a better 

economy, not those that are made only to create fast profit. The goal of the club is to increase the 

level of exposure and knowledge to what is offered out there and make the investors understand what 

is it in which they are investing. Of course, each participant is a free individual and can decide for 

themselves what, which and how to invest.  

 

Scope 

 

1. Setting up chapters and growth pattern 

2. Trainings on How To Set up wallets and exchange accounts 

3. Experiment with transactions exchanges and trading 

4. Research & Review existing currencies in the market 

5. Research & Review upcoming ICOs and white papers 

6. Global Market maker platform based upon resulting trends & knowledge based transparent 

decision process 

7. Tokenization based entrepreneurship program 



8. Token based Marketplace   

9. Crypto Educational and reference library 

10.  FOMO Fear of Missing Out 

11.  FUD Fear, Uncertainty and Doubt 

 

WomenInCrypto.Net Club Structure 

We would organize as small circles of approx. 10 women in global local-based seed communities 

which can meet and interact in local meetup-style formats, group gatherings and conferences. Each 

seed community will interact with a sister global community and in most cases, at least one local 

nonprofit, to create a global alliance group.  These alliances will form the governance of the club in 

terms of market making goals and in terms of voting power. Once a member is registered and 

assigned to a circle she or he will require to pay a small member fee and the first sum to buy into the 

development of our own WIN coin. But on a day to day basis, the purpose of the Club is to learn 

more about coins and investing in general, and Club Members shall be free to use all information 

learned about all other coins and blockchain projects via the club to decide for themselves which 

coins they would like to purchase or trade, at their own discretion. 

 

Rules and Governance Structure  

Members have voting rights attached to a reputation score they build. Members acquire reputation 

based on their seniority responsibilities and the volume of their financial activity.  

On some of the issues that are more of organizational nature seniority will serve as the main measures 

while on investment related issues, the holdings of base token/s of each member will have more 

weight.   

  

How to join 

To become a club member you will need first to fill out a contact form with your name, some basic 

information, and your location details, so you can be assigned a direct connection to join an existing 

circle or create a new circle if that is what you would like to do or if there is none available in your 

region. A club representative will then get back to you. 

 

Examples of the Eventual Goal of Expanding the Circle of Women Education & Investing 

Our goal is to create our own WIN Coin through which our members can use and learn globally as a 

group to pay dues and buy and sell each other’s products and services.  In addition, we would like to 

use WIN Coin to create a Club Member VC Fund as well as a nonprofit Endowment, Women.Fund.   

To this end, member dues are used to support the creation of such funds that not only allow the 

investors themselves to invest but create matching funds that are used to educate nonprofits and 

women that do not have the ability or funds to invest until they can start earning our WIN Coins. 

This concept will evolve over time, and dues should be treated as education with added potential of 

ownership of a number of predetermined WIN coins, should the development outcome occur. 



 

Investment Club Research of Tokens & Coins - Vital coin paradigm 

The vital coin paradigm refers to the potential of a currency to sustain life and the distribution 

architecture which enable that potential to materialize in a sustainable and empowering ecosystem.  

Many of the new coins are not well designed to achieve that goal, and those who are successful in that 

are the ones to benefit users and thus should be promoted to become the market makers. 

At this first stage we are researching existing coins.  We think that many of these tokens or currencies 

can be made much more beneficial, and that we as users can benefit directly from the efforts already 

put into developing and marketing these coins.  This also includes accessible wallets, websites, 

tutorials mining and support.    

 

What we do in Club Meetings 

Member shall be given tools and training to help them setup wallets and accounts on trading 

platforms. In Club meetings we will review ICO whitepapers and proposal to assess their true value 

for us as investors and each member shall have the opportunity to create recommendations based on 

their investigations.  Each member then has the option to use this information in their investment 

decisions, or to decide for themselves which, if any, investments they make monthly.   

The ideal club structure will be 10 participants.  One or more members of the club shall keep a google 

sheet spreadsheet updated so that members can vote on which coins they would like to invest.  This 

exercise will be phantom, in that there will not be real investments on the club level but will represent 

what club participants may be doing in their own private investing.    

This exercise will give a tool through which participants can monitor the results of their proposed 

club investments. Once a member of a club has enough people, they can form their own club and 

mentor a new group of people to “give back” and pass on what they have learned. 

This member would also remain in one or more clubs (circles, groups, chapters, whatever 

terminology we decide upon).  This way, the groups are connected, and information is shared. 

 

    15 Targeted Geographical Areas for Initial Sister Circles: 

London 

Japan 

China 

Israel 

Dubai 

Brazil 

USA 

Canada 

Singapore 

India 

Russia   

Netherland- Holland 



Germany  

Croatia  

South Africa  

 

 

    Implementation Time Line 

 Efforts for this endeavor started in April 2018 

 

Launch 

 Official Launch date shall be targeted around a significant date in the future. 

 

Member Dues 

Monthly Membership dues are approx. $20, a portion of which shall go to the administration of the 

Club, the support of the umbrella 501(c)(3), educational materials, marketing, and any other valid 

expenses, such as legal or accounting.  The remainder of said dues shall be used to purchase WIN 

Coins for training and educational purposes, as well as to support each other via the use of WIN 

Coins to purchase products and services from each other.  

 

Logistics, Communications and Events: 

Website:  http://www.WomenInCryptoGlobal.com  

Official Meetup:  http://www.WomenInCrypto.Net 

Facebook:  http://www.facebook.com/WomenInCrypto 

LinkedIn:  http://www.WomenInvestment.Club  

Social Media:  http://www.CoffeeTalk.co “Let’s Talk Crypto!” 

 

Next Steps:   

Legal Formalizing Club under the Umbrella of an existing 501(c)(3) 

Creation of a Discord or other form of online chat 

Creation of online forms, educational materials, brochures, etc. 

Creation of a profession “club” website that automates the membership process 

 

Contact Info for Crypto Circle Club Founders and Contributors: 

USA/NYC – Joya Comeaux 

ISRAEL – Nili Lerner 

 

 

http://www.womenincryptoglobal.com/
http://www.womenincrypto.net/
http://www.facebook.com/WomenInCrypto
http://www.womeninvestment.club/
http://www.coffeetalk.co/

